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A New Phenomenon for Your Classroom

The Inspire Science High School series empowers students to explore
and learn from our world’s amazing natural phenomena in exciting,
hands-on ways.
The Inspire Science High School series brings science off of the page
and beyond the four walls of the classroom — into the exciting world
in which we live with a wealth of online and offline resources. It goes
much further as it dives deep into the incredible natural phenomena
all around us to spark students’ imagination and inspire success.
By fostering student’s innate curiosity, you elevate their critical thinking.
By facilitating hands-on investigation, you deepen their understanding.
By encouraging creative problem-solving, you inspire their innovation.
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A New Level of Innovation
Let,s Embrace
Change, Together.
Change is on the horizon — as schools
transition to new standards, a number of
questions will no doubt be at the forefront
of every science educator’s mind…
• How can I easily transition?
• How do I make sure my students are
engaged with this new approach?
• How will I manage the increase in
inquiry and hands-on activities with
everything else I have to do?
• How can I ensure all my students have
the same chance for success?
• How can I meet all my
classroom needs?
• How might my students impact
our world someday?
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A Smooth Transition to NGSS
The Inspire Science High School series isn’t just about
a new set of standards. It’s a new philosophy for K–12
Science education focused on helping you prepare
students for career and college readiness.
The Inspire Science High School series team has
been studying the standards for years, while testing
ideas with teachers like you to create a user-friendly
experience for both teachers and students.

Instructional Model

Each Inspire Science High School series’s
unit phenomenon sets the stage for the
STEM Unit Project. Each module within the
unit supports the STEM Unit Project with
phenomena-driven 5E lessons to support
a variety of learning pathways.
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Support for New Standards

The transition to new standards requires a
few shifts in science instruction and learning,
and the Inspire Science High School series
supports you through each one.
• Progressive, Three-Dimensional Learning
• Depth Over Breadth
• Phenomena-Driven, Inquiry-Based,
Hands-On Learning
• Performance-Based Testing
• Integrated Engineering
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1 Structure and Properties
of Matter
2 Chemical Bonding
and Reactions
3 Matter, Energy, and
Equilibrium
4 Oxidation and Reduction
Reactions
5 Organic and Nuclear
Chemistry
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World

Student Edition

ENC

For more information on the
Inspire Science High School
series Instructional Model see
the Program Guide

• INSPIRE INVESTIGAT
ION

• INSPIRE INNOVATIO
N

Professional Learning When You Need It

The Inspire Science High School series includes
an expansive library of relevant, self-paced,
professional learning courses to support
implementation, instructional progression
and mastery — all available 24/7.

Evidence,
Reasoning

Labs/Projects
Revisit STEM
Unit Project
Module Test
Vocabulary Review

Dr. Rhett Allain

Page Keeley, M.Ed.
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Next Generation Engagement

Ensure Student Engagement
As educators, we understand what happens when
students are truly engaged: a classroom full of
excitement, increased focus, and deeper
conceptual understanding.

ENCOUNTER
THE INSPIRATION
How will the Inspire
Science High School
series Keep My
Students Engaged?
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The Inspire Science High School series places
student engagement at the forefront. Each unit,
module and lesson is designed to tap into students’
natural curiosity about the world around them
through the investigation of real-world phenomena.
Student engagement is further fueled through the
connections to real-world applications with the STEM
Career Connections and STEM Module Projects.

Phenomena-Driven Learning

The Inspire Science High School series
places natural phenomena at center
stage within each module and lesson. By
introducing an anchoring phenomenon in
each module, supported by lesson-level
investigative phenomena, students dig deep
into key science and engineering concepts.

Student-Led, Collaborative Learning

The more involved, the more engaged.
With the Inspire Science High School
series, students take a leadership role in
their learning experience and develop
teamwork and ideation skills through deep
collaboration with their classmates at many
points during each module and lesson.

E NCOUNTE R
THE PHENOMENON
UNIT 1

ECOLOGY

ENCOUNTER THE PHENOMENON

How do human impacts on the
environment affect biodiversity?

Module 2
Principles of Ecology

GO ONLINE
to Encounter the
Phenomenon.

Module 3
Communities, Biomes, and
Ecosystems
Module 4
Population Ecology

Collaborate Work together to record what you know and
what you want to know about ecology, biodiversity, and
human impacts on the environment.

Module 5
Biodiversity and Conservation

STEM UNIT PROJECT

Now that you’ve Encountered the Phenomenon,
use the resources below to plan your project about
reducing human impacts on the environment and
biodiversity.
GO ONLINE to the Project Toolkit.

Did You Know?

• Science Probe

Kudzu was introduced in the late 19th century
as a perennial vine to feed farm animals
and prevent soil erosion. Today, it threatens
biodiversity in at least 30 states.

• Project Planner
• Project Rubric

J.K. York/Shutterstock

Research Tools You can use your Student Edition and
the digital Interactive Content found online as research
tools while you investigate your unit project.

THIS MATERIAL IS PROVIDED FOR INDIVIDUAL EVALUATION PURPOSES ONLY AND MAY NOT BE DOWNLOADED OR FURTHER DISTRIBUTED.

Unit 1 • Ecology
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Designed for the Digital Generation

The Inspire Science High School series is
infused with highly engaging interactive
experiences designed for today’s digitallynative students. Interactive simulations, 360
videos, 3D models, learning-based games,
and immersive science content videos will
keep students’ attention and inspire them to
explore and discover.

Virtual Labs

Inquiry-Based Approach

Inquiry-driven learning helps students
understand how to ask deeper questions
and think critically as they answer science
questions and design creative solutions
to real-world problems. With the Inspire
Science High School series, students learn
how to become great investigators through
a variety of inquiry activities that connect to
the Science and Engineering Practices.

Smithsonian

Smithsonian Videos

INSPIRE SCIENCE
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Hands-On Support

Enjoy the Increase
in Inquiry-Based
Hands-On Activities

ENCOUNTER
THE INSPIRATION
How does the Inspire
Science High School
series Make the
Increase in InquiryBased Hands-On
Activities Easier
for Educators?
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New standards require a marked increase
in inquiry-based learning, resulting in more
hands-on activities. This shift makes for a more
exciting classroom experience, but it also
comes with new logistical challenges that can
be difficult to manage. With the Inspire Science
High School series, we’ve provided a number of
support structures to help make this shift more
manageable and engaging for your students.

Online Resource Planner

Engaging Inquiry Activities

The Inspire Science High School series
Online Resource Planners make preparing
easier than ever — listing out all Module
Resources and Suggested Pacing to clearly
identify what resources is available in each
module and lesson.

Every lesson in the Inspire Science High
School series offers multiple inquiry-based
activities, along with techniques that scientists
and engineers use in the real world. These
inquiry activities include differentiation
strategies (through the Inquiry Spectrum), and
various pacing options ranging from simple
investigations to complex lab explorations.

Online Resources Planner

Reading Essentials
LearnSmart
Math Handbook
Science & Engineering Practices Handbook
LABS, INVESTIGATIONS, AND PROJECTS
Launch Lab
Quick Investigation

•
•

Lesson Check

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

PBL/Applying Practices
Module Pre-Test

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Labs
ASSESSMENT

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CER CLAIM, EVIDENCE, REASONING

•

Module Vocabulary Practice

•

Module Test
MEDIA & OER

•

Virtual Investigation
Personal Tutor

SpongeLab

Suggested Pacing (min)
Teacher-Facilitated Pathway

•

•

CCC

•

EVIDENCE

Start Your Investigation

LAUNCH LAB: Problems

in Drosophila world?

A

AAB

BCB

CCD

DDE

EEF

FFG

GG
H

Procedure
form.
the labNNsafety
PP
1. ReadJJand complete
M
O OOP
LL M
N
KKL
M
.
IJI
K
HHI
to record your observations
2. Prepare a data table
fruit flies
a container housing several
3. Your teacher has prepared
in the bottom.
r) with food for the flies
(Drosophila melanogaste
flies are present.
Observe how many fruit
any
of one week and record
period
a
over
4. Observe the fruit flies
changes.

Analyze and Interpret
.
the results of your observations
1. Claim, Evidence Summarize
study a natural
be a reasonable way to
2. Reasoning Would this
population.

ON
CONNECT TO THE PHENOMEN
What type of relationships
aid in their survival?

or interactions exist among

Edition
You can use your Student
Content
and the digital Interactive
tools as
found online as research
support
you gather evidence to
your claim.

GO FURTHER
DATA ANALYSIS LAB: Does temperature affect growth rates of protozoans?
Researchers studied the effect of temperature on the growth
rates of protozoans. They hypothesized that increasing
temperature would increase the growth rate of the
protozoans.

• Test for Nitrates
Applying Practices:
Aerobic and
and Flow of Energy in
• The Cycling of Matter
Anaerobic Conditions
• Ecological Pyramids
Cycle
• Modeling the Carbon
Size and Species Diversity
BioLab: Explore Habitat
Model Ecosystems
Virtual Investigation:

Module
Launch

1

2

3

Module
Close

45

100

100

90

45

FOR INDIVIDUAL EVALUATION

Data and Observations The graph shows the effect of
temperature on the growth rate of Colpidium and
Paramecium.

CER Analyze and Interpret Data
1. Identify the dependent and independent variables.
2. Claim, Evidence, Reasoning Does the data support the
hypothesis? What does the data show about the
relationships between the dependent and independent
variables? How does the data support your claim?
3. Evaluate What might be the next step in the researchers’
investigation? Explain.

Study Tools
learning
Follow your personalized
and
path to review, practice,
g.
reinforce your understandin

PURPOSES ONLY

Effect of Temperature on Growth Rate
Colpidium
Paramecium

0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

22

26

30

Temperature (ºC)
*Data obtained from: Jiang, L. and Kulczycki, A. 2004.
Competition, predation, and species responses to
environmental change. Oikos 106: 217–224.

STEM UNIT PROJECT

Now that you’ve completed the module, revisit your
STEM unit project.

Science Notebook

your investigation
and projects to support
GO ONLINE to find labs
Unit Project.
further develop your STEM
of the phenomenon and
Quick Investigations:
• Construct a Food Web

THIS MATERIAL IS PROVIDED

Module 2 • Principles of Ecology

Research Tools

species that

n
Continue Your Investigatio

•
•

•

Revisit the claim you made when you encountered the phenomenon. Summarize the evidence you gathered from your
investigations and research. Does your evidence support your
claim? If not, revise your claim. Explain why your evidence
supports your claim.

worlds
be the world is many smaller
What we understand to
large world, there
large world. Within the
combined to form one
and their
interacting with each other
are groups of creatures
of a small part
you will observe an example
environment. In this lab,
of the world.

•
•

•
•

Lesson

n
Investigate the Phenomeno

CER COLLECT
digital content to
your Student Edition and/or
You can use labs, projects,
through the module.
your claim as you move
collect evidence to support

•

PhET Simulation
Beyond the Classroom: Google Expedition

•
•
•

SEP

•
•
•
•
•

Intrinsic Growth Rate (h)

Science Notebook

3

Module Wrap-Up

André Gilden/Alamy Stock Photo

Teacher Presentation (PowerPoint)

2

THREE-DIMENSIONAL THINKING

How do organisms depend on each other
and their environment for survival?

CI

Teacher Edition

1

CCC

REVISIT THE PHENOMENON

Module
Close

D

Student Edition

I

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES

Lesson

DC

Module Resources

Module
Launch

SEP

GO ONLINE to curate your presentations, interactive content, additional resources, and
media library, and find answer keys, materials lists, rubrics, differentiated instruction, and more.

and
Organize ideas, concepts,
evidence from informational
and
text to support your inquiry
.
review before assessments

Module 2 • Principles of Ecology
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1 The Nature of Science
1 What is science?

BUILD TO THE ESSENTIAL

QUESTION

Question at the
Build to the Essential
Read the items under
words.
Restate each in your own
beginning of the lesson.

REVIEW
VOCABULARY
matter

Recall the definition of

the Review Vocabulary

weight

Define each New Vocabulary

hypothesis
theory
scientific law

term.

model

chemistry

chemistry
science

term.

matter
is the Central Science?
1 What

NEW VOCABULARY

the Venn diagram
mass and weight using
Compare and contrast
below.
pull on matter
• does not reflect gravitational
matter
of gravitational pull on
• a measure of the effect
matter in an object
reflects the amount of
• a measurement that

science
hypothesis

pure research
applied research

theory

Mass

mass
weight
model

Weight

Both

substance

scientific law
pure research
applied research
substance

Organize the following
smallest.

terms by arranging them

macroscopic, submicroscopic,

from largest to

microscopic

mass

sentences.
by completing the following
Explain a chemical model
of all matter can
, composition, and
The
Science
Science Notebook • The Central
level. All that we observe
2
be explained on a
they undergo.
and the
depends on
events that lead to
seeks to explain the submicroscopic
by making a chemical
. One way to do this is
model, which is a

Science Notebook • The Central
3

of a

.
Science

Module 2 • Investigate

the Phenomenon

D OR
AND MAY NOT BE DOWNLOADE
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Beyond the Classroom
The Inspire Science High School series
provides an engaging experience Beyond
the Classroom. Beyond the Classroom
provides an hands-on approach to
learning with before, during, and after
expedition activities.

INSPIRE SCIENCE
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Universal Access

Ensure All Students
Have Success
The Inspire Science High School series fosters deep
learning for every student by providing built-in supports
for differentiated instruction, EL strategies, and languagebuilding resources at the module level and at multiple
points throughout each lesson. Each student is given an
opportunity to construct explanations of phenomena and
use evidence-based logic to make connections, building
critical skills at every step.

ENCOUNTER
THE INSPIRATION
How does the
Inspire Science
High School series
Inspire All Students?
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Engaging in Argument from Evidence
Discourse: What kind of animal is a predator? Students
may say that predators are carnivores. A few might be less
specific and say consumers. If students say all consumers
are predators, point out that herbivores and scavengers
are consumers that are not predatory. Can an animal be
a predator and not be a carnivore? Yes, some omnivores
might be predatory at least part of the time.

Chihuahuan
raven
Pronghorn

Prickly pear cactus
Tortoise

Roadrunner

Jackrabbit

Gambel’s quail

Kangaroo rat
(seedeater)

Coyote
(top carnivore)

Demonstration

Ridgenose
rattlesnake

Food Chains/Webs
English
Language Support

Mexican whiptail
lizard

Long-tailed weasel

Using available living materials such as algae, mosquito

LearnSmart® with SmartBook® transforms
the way students read. A proven, adaptive
learning program, LearnSmart individualizes
learning to help students study more
efficiently and retain more knowledge.
Figure 15 A food web is a model of the many ways in which energy flows through organisms.

Food webs

Feeding relationships usually are more complex than a single food chain because most
organisms feed on more than one species. Birds, for instance, eat a variety of seeds, fruits,
and insects. The model most often used to represent the feeding relationships in an ecosystem is a food web. A food web is a model representing the many interconnected food chains
and pathways in which energy flows through a group of organisms. Figure 15 shows a food
web illustrating the feeding relationships in a desert community.

Ecological pyramids

Another model that ecologists use to show how energy flows through ecosystems is the
ecological pyramid. An ecological pyramid is a diagram that can show the relative
amounts of energy, biomass, or numbers of organisms at each trophic level in an
ecosystem.
Notice in Figure 16 that in a pyramid of energy, only 10 percent of all energy is transferred to the level above it. This occurs because most of the energy contained in the
organisms at each level is consumed by cellular processes or released to the environment as heat. Usually, the amount of biomass—the total mass of living matter at each
trophic level—decreases at each trophic level.

Lesson 2 • Flow of Energy in an Ecosystem

0035-0038_Bio_CA_S_CH02_L2_674237_9768.indd

GO ONLINE

Program: HSS_CA Component: Biology_SE
Vendor: Lumina
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Chapter: 02

PDF Pass

INTERACTIVE CONTENT

INTERACTIVE CONTENT

Explore and Explain: Energy
Flow in an Ecosystem: Food
Webs

Explore and Explain: Energy
Flow in an Ecosystem:
Ecological Pyramids

larvae, andin
minnows,
or usingsciences
photos that have
been
Rooted
learning
research,
the
cut from magazines, show students a food chain and a
Inspire
School
series applies
food web Science
that contain atHigh
least three
links.
the best
instructional
practices for teaching
Est. time:
10 min
EL students in alignment with the ELD
standards.
Each module and lesson has
Clarify a Preconception
Discourse: Does activities
a food chain have
an end?
Answers
will
scaffolded
that
offer
students
of
vary. Have students explore the important conservation
law of level
physics: of
thatEnglish
both matter and/or
energy are
neither
any
language
proficiency
created nor destroyed over time—they merely change
the
tothe
engage
in academically
form, opportunity
and their sum remains
same. Students
will learn
more about recycling of nutrients in the next section.
challenging
science and engineering content
while supporting language acquisition.

EL Support
Writing ELD PI.9/10.1

Guide students in exchanging information and ideas to
discuss what kind of animal is a predator.
EMERGING LEVEL Support students in asking and
answering yes-no and wh- questions about what
animals are predators. Provide sentence frames such
as: What kind of _____ [animal] is a _____ [predator]?
Is _____ [a rattlesnake] a predator?

SyncBlasts™ provides reading and writing
assignments that present science and
current event topics relevant to students’
lives and their world. Providing a variety of
rich multimedia—including Preview Videos,
links to Case Studies, Explainer Videos, and
The Point News Show—SyncBlasts are a
smart way to engage stu dents.

EXPANDING LEVEL Support students in following
turn-taking rules and asking relevant questions. Provide
sentence frames: What kind of animal _____ [is a
predator]? / I think _____ [carnivores are predators]. / Yes,
I agree. They _____ [eat other animals].
BRIDGING LEVEL Have students contribute to a group
discussion by asking and answering relevant, on-topic
questions. EX. What kind of animal is a predator? /
Predators are carnivores. For examples, a rattlesnake is a
predator. / Why do you think so? / A predator eats other
animals and rattlesnakes eat other animals. / That’s true.
Lesson 2 • Flow of Energy in an Ecosystem

CER Framework

The Claim, Evidence, Reasoning (CER)
framework in the Inspire Science High
School series — which becomes increasingly
sophisticated from K–12 — ensures every
student is engaged in rigorous scientific
inquiry and argument from evidence.

37

Next Generation Assessments

Ensuring students are well prepared for the
standardized can seem daunting, but with
the Inspire Science High School series next
generation assessment tools, in partnership
with Measured Progress (STEM Gauge),
you’ll know what to expect and how to
prepare your students for success with
mastery of the Performance Expectations.

Online Assessment Center

GO ONLINE

MODULE 2

ENCOUNTER THE
PHENOMENON

How do organisms
depend on each other
and their environment
for survival?

22

CER MAKE YOUR CLAIM

Humans are not the only organisms that depend on others for their
needs. All living things are interdependent. Their relationships are
important to their survival.
GO ONLINE to watch
an example of community
interaction. Record your
questions and make your
claimabout the
interconnectedness of life.

Module 2 • Principles of Ecology
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ENCOUNTER THE
PHENOMENON

How do organisms
depend on each other
and their environment
for survival?

CER MAKE YOUR CLAIM

Humans are not the only organisms that depend on others for their
needs. All living things are interdependent. Their relationships are
important to their survival.
GO ONLINE to watch
an example of community
interaction. Record your
questions and make your

ilden/Alamy Stock Photo; (b) Video Supplied by BBC Worldwide

PRINCIPLES OF
ECOLOGY

(t) André Gilden/Alamy Stock Photo; (b) Video Supplied by BBC Worldwide
Learning
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MODULE 2
ECOLOGY
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Designed to Fit Any Classroom

Resources for Every Classroom
At McGraw-Hill, we understand that different
classrooms have different needs for tactile and
digital resources. We know those needs can
change day to day. The Inspire Science High School
series is designed to fit all of your resource needs
through a wide array of print, digital, and hands-on
materials, so you have access to all of the great
learning resources in any form you’d like,
whenever you need them.

ENCOUNTER
THE INSPIRATION
How does the Inspire
Science High School
series Meet All of My
Classroom Needs for
Print, Digital, HandsOn Resources?
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Print Resources

The Inspire Science High School series
combines online and print resources to support
student inquiry into real-world phenomena.
TEACHER’S AND STUDENT EDITION
*Student Editions available in Spanish, online or
in print through CREATE™

Open Educational Resources

The Inspire Science High School series offers
the opportunity to curate your own content.
With our partners such as The Smithsonian,
SpongeLab, and PhET you are able to find the
resources you need when you need them.

Smithsonian

Student Edition
Student Edition

Student Edition

Biology

Chemistry
Physics
Student Edition
Student Edition

Digital Resources
Earth Science

Physical Science

Three Course Model

In addition to the digital versions of each
print book, the Inspire Science High
School series provides a digital experience
designed with advantages for both you
and your students, including innovative
interactives, videos, simulations, virtual labs,
personal tutors, and more.

Dynamic resources are embedded into each
Three-Course program (Inspire Biology,
Inspire Chemistry and Inspire Physics) to help
you and your students meet the challenges
of integrating the Earth and Space Sciences
(ESS) into each course. You are empowered
to teach confidently knowing every unit
includes standard-aligned content and
emphasizes the Three-Course Model.

HIGH SCHOOL SERIES

PROGRAM GUIDE
Program Design
Unit Structure
Digital Experience

Name

EARTH APPLYING PRACTICES

APPLYING
PRACTICES

Class

Earth’s Formation and Early History

PH

Student Edition

4 Oxidation and Reduction Reactions
5 Organic and Nuclear Chemistry

ENOMENON

Earth Science
Why are the Northern
Lights generally only
visible in the artic region?

1 Ecology
2 The Cell
3 Genetics

H

E

PH

4 History of Biological Diversity
5 The Diversity of Life

E N O M E N O6NThe Human Body

Why does spinning
the steel wool intensify
the glow?

Front Cover/Back Cover: SupernanPhoto/
iStock/Getty Images

mheducation.com/prek-12
ISBN 978-0-02-138115-9
MHID 0-02-138115-1

RT

Physics

OUNTE

ISBN 978-0-02-135316-3
MHID 0-02-135316-6

ENC

mheducation.com/prek-12

RT

Process

2 Chemical Bonding and Reactions
3 Matter, Energy, and Equilibrium

E

OUNTE

Your task is to apply scientific reasoning and evidence from ancient Earth materials,
meteorites, and other planetary materials to develop an account of Earth’s formation and
Introduction
early history. Work in groups of 3 to 4 to construct your historical account.

Student Edition

H

ENC

The Atmosphere and the Oceans
The Rising Oceans

Student Edition

1 Structure and Properties of Matter

RT

UNIT PROJECT WITH EARTH

Task

Student Edition

1 Mechanics in One Dimension
2 Mechanics in Two Dimensions

3 Momentum and Energy
4 Waves and Light

5 Electricity and Magnetism
6 Subatomic Physics

OUNTE

EARTH INTERACTIVE CONTENT

Our planet, Earth, is roughly 4.6 billion years old. In that time, it has been bombarded
by debris from space and endured countless changes to its physical surface from both
Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for classroom use.
internal and external forces. The information stored in sedimentary, igneous, and
metamorphic rocks (as well as meteorites and other planetary sources) tells us the story
of Earth’s past. With this information, we can construct ideas and theories of what Earth
was like in past eons.
Unit 4 STEM Quest

Explore Our Phenomenal World

ENC

Introduction

Date

See the Digital
Experience section of
the Program Guide to
learn more about these
engaging interactives.

H

E

Chemistry
Biology
PH

ENOMENON

What adaptations do
seahorses exhibit?

mheducation.com/prek-12
ISBN 978-0-02-145262-0
MHID 0-02-145262-8
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In 2012, a team of scientists announced the results of a study on sea-level rise that occurred

nearly 15,000 years ago. By dating samples of coral collected from reefs in Tahiti, researchers
Use your resources to answer the following questions.
determined that a nearly 20-meter increase in sea level occurred in less than 500 years. The
1. What is the geologic time scale? Which eon, era, period, and epoch are we currently
increase was attributed to the collapse of an ice sheet in Antarctica and its eventual melting. Data
living in?
from this study could be used to make more accurate predictions about long term sea-level rise
and climate-change.
Task
2. Give a basic definition for sedimentary, igneous, and metamorphic rocks.

In this STEM Quest you will investigate the major contributors to global and local sea-level rise,
determine whether there is a relationship between climate change and sea-level change, and
discover which coastal regions will be affected by a significant rise in sea level.
Can climate change be slowed, or even stopped? Use the answers to the questions below to
prepare for a classroom debate on whether large-scale geoengineering projects aimed to combat
climate change should be attempted.
STEM

3. Give an example of each of the rock types defined above.

Science:
Technology:
Engineering:
Mathematics:

Understand how the melting of polar ice caps affects global sea level.
Understand that remote sensing is used to monitoring rising sea levels.
Learn about geoengineering and suggested solutions to climate change.
Examine the relationship between global ice melt and sea-level rise.

Questions
1. How is Earth’s climate changing?
2. Are the oceans getting warmer? How does this affect global sea level?
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A Future Full of Possibilities

Let Them Dream Big
With the emphasis the Inspire Science High School
series places on curiosity, investigative skills, and
innovative thinking, just imagine what the students
in your classroom today might dream up to
improve our lives someday.

ENCOUNTER
THE INSPIRATION
How Might the Future
Innovators Impact Our
World Someday?
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A Future Full of Innovation

With the creative thinking and problem-solving
skills your students will build with the Inspire
Science High School series, they will have so
many opportunities to impact the world. What
problems will you inspire them to solve in
the future?

Innovative Solutions for Global Warming

New solutions to reduce carbon emissions and
clean up the carbon from our atmosphere?

Innovations in Health Care
and Disease Management

Advances in cellular immunotherapy
treatments to leverage our own
immune systems to stop cancer and
diseases in their tracks?
Advances in using robotics for healing
and repairing the human body?
New ideas for identifying and stopping
diseases before they happen?

Practical fuel cell transportation to power cars
from water, emitting only steam?
An influential role in global carbon emissions
management?

Innovations for Natural Resources
Practical ways to harness energy from
the ocean waves?

Creative solutions to food creation and
distribution to address
world hunger?

INSPIRESCIENCE
SCIENCE
INSPIRE
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Student Edition

Biology

Student Edition

Chemistry

Inspire Biology © 2020
Grades 9–12

Inspire Chemistry © 2020
Grades 9–12

Inspire Biology provides an in-depth,
collaborative, and project-based learning
experiencing focused on the science of biology.

Inspire Chemistry provides an in-depth,
collaborative, and project-based learning
experiencing focused on the science of chemistry.

The program covers ecology, cell biology,
genetics, the history of biological diversity, the
diversity of life, and the human body, as well as
cross-curricular earth science topics. Through
inquiry-based and hands-on investigations of
real-world phenomenon, students will construct
explanations for scientific phenomenon and
design solutions for real-world problems.

The program covers structure and properties of
matter, chemical bonding and reactions, matter,
energy, and equilibrium, and organic and nuclear
chemistry, as well as cross-curricular earth
science topics. Through inquiry-based and
hands-on investigations of real-world
phenomenon, students will construct
explanations for scientific phenomenon and
design solutions for real-world problems.

Student Materials

Student Materials

Print Student Edition
978-0-02-145262-0......................................................................... 78.00

Print Student Edition
978-0-02-138115-9............................................................................ 78.00

Digital Student Edition, 1-year subscription
978-0-07-671662-3...........................................................................21.00

Digital Student Edition, 1-year subscription
978-0-07-671674-6...........................................................................21.00

Comprehensive Student Bundle, 1-year subscription
978-0-07-688436-0.........................................................................85.50

Comprehensive Student Bundle, 1-year subscription
978-0-07-688444-5.........................................................................85.50

Print Student Bundle, Class Set of 35
978-0-07-690241-5.....................................................................2,457.00

Print Student Bundle, Class Set of 35
978-0-07-691483-8.....................................................................2,457.00

Digital & Print Student Bundle, 1-year subscription
(70 Digital and 35 Print Student Editions)
978-0-07-690244-6....................................................................3,780.00

Digital & Print Student Bundle, 1-year subscription
(70 Digital and 35 Print Student Editions)
978-0-07-691717-4......................................................................3,780.00

Teacher Materials

Teacher Materials

Print Teacher Edition
978-0-07-688434-6....................................................................... 180.00

Print Teacher Edition
978-0-07-688442-1........................................................................ 180.00

Digital Teacher Edition, 1-year subscription
978-0-07-671664-7.......................................................................... 48.00

Digital Teacher Edition, 1-year subscription
978-0-07-671675-3.......................................................................... 48.00
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Student Edition

Physics

Student Edition

Earth Science

Inspire Science Physics © 2020
Grades 9–12

Inspire Earth Science © 2020
Grades 9–12

Inspire Physics provides an in-depth, collaborative,
and project-based learning experiencing focused
on the science of physics.

Inspire Earth Science lets you chart your own
course by combining tools and resources to
engage students at all levels with the proven,
comprehensive content of McGraw-Hill.

The program covers mechanics in one dimension,
mechanics in two dimensions, momentum and
energy, waves and light, electricity and magnetism,
and subatomic physics, as well as cross-curricular
earth science topics. Through inquiry-based and
hands-on investigations of real-world phenomenon,
students will construct explanations for scientific
phenomenon and design solutions for
real-world problems.
Student Materials

Built by teachers for teachers, Inspire Earth
Science gives you flexibility and support for
managing the unique needs of your students.
Whether you’re looking for a textbook-based
program, a fully digital curriculum, or something
in between, Inspire Earth Science gives you the
resources to bring the wonders of our world
down to earth.
Student Materials

Print Student Edition
978-0-02-135316-3........................................................................... 78.00

Print Student Edition
978-0-02-145261-3........................................................................... 78.00

Digital Student Edition, 1-year subscription
978-0-07-671725-5...........................................................................21.00

Digital Student Edition, 1-year subscription
978-0-07-671732-3...........................................................................21.00

Comprehensive Student Bundle, 1-year subscription
978-0-07-688448-3.........................................................................85.50

Comprehensive Student Bundle, 1-year subscription
978-0-07-688467-4.........................................................................85.50

Print Student Bundle, Class Set of 35
978-0-07-692355-7....................................................................2,457.00

Print Student Bundle, Class Set of 35
978-0-07-692398-4....................................................................2,457.00

Digital & Print Student Bundle, 1-year subscription
(70 Digital and 35 Print Student Editions)
978-0-07-692358-8....................................................................3,780.00

Digital & Print Student Bundle, 1-year subscription
(70 Digital and 35 Print Student Editions)
978-0-07-692399-1.....................................................................3,780.00

Teacher Materials

Teacher Materials

Print Teacher Edition
978-0-07-688454-4....................................................................... 180.00

Print Teacher Edition
978-0-07-688465-0....................................................................... 180.00

Digital Teacher Edition, 1-year subscription
978-0-07-671726-2.......................................................................... 48.00

Digital Teacher Edition, 1-year subscription
978-0-07-671733-0.......................................................................... 48.00
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Student Edition

Physical Science
Inspire Physical Science © 2020
Grades 9–12
Inspire Physical Science comes alive with
engaging, relevant explorations geared toward
building an in-depth understanding of the big
ideas of the physical world.
Inspire Physical Science provides an integrated
and comprehensive coverage of physics and
chemistry with mathematics through accessible
text, engaging features, and a variety of hands-on
experiences.
Including meaningful interactions with the big ideas
of physical science, 21st century skills through a
variety of inquiry and problem-solving strategies,
and personalized learning and differentiation with
powerful new tools including LearnSmart®.
Student Materials
Print Student Edition
978-0-02-668304-8........................................................................ 78.00
Digital Student Edition, 1-year subscription
978-0-07-671687-6...........................................................................21.00
Comprehensive Student Bundle, 1-year subscription
978-0-07-695820-7.........................................................................85.50
Print Student Bundle, Class Set of 35
978-0-07-695805-4....................................................................2,457.00
Digital & Print Student Bundle, 1-year subscription
(70 Digital and 35 Print Student Editions)
978-0-07-695806-1....................................................................3,780.00

Teacher Materials
Print Teacher Edition
978-0-07-695819-1......................................................................... 180.00
Digital Teacher Edition, 1-year subscription
978-0-07-671689-0.......................................................................... 48.00
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Inspire Curiosity
Inspire Investigation
Inspire Innovation

Learn more at
inspire-science.com/6-12
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